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This	page	lists	recommended	resources	for	teaching	algebraic	topics	at	Key	Stage	3/4.	Huge	thanks	to	all	individuals	and	organisations	who	share	teaching	resources.	Quick	links:		Forming	Expressions		|		Function	Machines		|		Simplifying	Expressions		|		Expanding	Single	Brackets		|		Expanding	Double	Brackets		|		Expanding	Cubics		|		Factorising
(Single	Brackets)		|		Rearranging	Formulae		|		Substitution		|		Linear	Sequences		|		Quadratic	Sequences	|	Other	Sequences		|		Linear	Equations		|		Inequalities		|		Quadratic	Inequalities		|		Linear	Graphs		|		Quadratics		|		Trial	&	Improvement		|		Iteration		|		Simultaneous	Equations		|		Algebraic	Fractions		|		Functions		|		Graphing	Functions		|		Graph
Transformations		|		Algebraic	Proof	and	Identities		|		Equation	of	Circle	&	Tangent		|		Gradient	of	a	Curve		|		Area	under	a	Graph	|		Revision	In	addition	to	the	resources	listed	below,	see	my	blog	post	'Introducing	Algebra'	for	more	ideas.	Forming	Expressions	One	incorrect	simplification	-	Median	Don	Steward	Expanding	Single	Brackets	[back	to	top]
Expanding	Double	Brackets	Factorising	(Single	Brackets)	[back	to	top]	Rearranging	Formulae	[back	to	top]	Substitution	[back	to	top]	Linear	Sequences	[back	to	top]	Quadratic	Sequences	[back	to	top]	[back	to	top]	Steps	to	Solving	Equations	-	MAP	Linear	Equations	[back	to	top]	Linear	and	Graphical	Inequalities	[back	to	top]	Introduction	to
Inequalities	-	projectmaths.ie	[back	to	top]	Linear	Graphs	Plotting	Equations	-	gradient	and	intercept	Parallel	and	perpendicular	Mixed	[back	to	top]	Factorising	Quadratics	Practice	from	@DJUdall	Quadratic	discs	-	Colmanweb	Trial	and	Improvement	See	my	blog	post	on	Trial	and	Improvement	for	ideas	and	resources	If	you	find	any	broken	links
please	email	resourceaholic@gmail.com.	Magic	squares	are	fun,	simple	puzzles	where	numbers	are	placed	in	a	square	arrangement	according	to	a	given	rule.	In	this	case,	we	start	with	-	'Can	you	arrange	the	numbers	1	to	9	in	a	square	such	the	the	total	of	all	the	numbers	in	each	of	the	columns,	each	of	the	rows	and	both	the	diagonals	is	the	same?'
Can	you	do	this	with	any	set	of	9	consecutive	numbers?	What	are	the	tactics?	Where	is	the	best	place	to	start?	How	are	the	groups	of	three	related?	What	should	the	total	of	the	numbers	be?	Exploring	these	questions	and	the	more	general	relations	in	this	problem	is	the	key	to	solving	the	concentric	magic	squares	problem	-	a	magic	square,	within	a
magic	square,	within	a	magic	square.	Equally	essential	is	being	able	to	program	a	spreadsheet	to	do	calculations	for	you	as	the	size	of	the	square	increases!	Resources	The	problem	is	outlined	in	the		Concentric	magic	squares	worksheet.	This	can	be	used	on	paper	or	electronically	since	you	will	need	access	to	a	spreadsheet	as	well.	Magic	Squares	The
following	is	a	brief	screencast	to	explain	the	idea	of	magic	squares	and	help	with	entering	simple	formulae.	Description	The	following	is	a	brief	overview	of	the	activity	Arrange	the	numbers	1	to	9	in	a	magic	square	as	described	above.	Program	a	spreadsheet	to	do	the	calculations	so	that	the	user	is	only	required	to	move	the	numbers	around.	Explore
any	set	of	9	consecutive	numbers.	Try	with	the	numbers	9	to	17.	Use	the	answers	to	the	above	when	programming	a	new	grid	to	arrange	the	numbers	1	to	25	in	a	magic	square,	such	that	the	3	x	3	square	in	the	middle	is	also	magic!	Now	the	big	one!	Work	with	the	numbers	1	to	49	to	make	a	7	x	7	square	with	a	5	x	5	square	inside	it	and	3	x	3	inside
that	-	all	magic.	Throughout	this	exercise,	the	object	is	to	observe	and	use	the	patterns	and	relations	from	the	previous	step	to	help	structure	the	next	one.	Each	solution	should	inform	the	next.	In	earlier	chapters	we	introduced	powers.	$$x^{3}=x\cdot	x\cdot	x$$	There	are	a	couple	of	operations	you	can	do	on	powers	and	we	will	introduce	them	now.
We	can	multiply	powers	with	the	same	base	$$x^{4}\cdot	x^{2}=\left	(x\cdot	x\cdot	x\cdot	x	\right	)\cdot	\left	(	x\cdot	x	\right	)=x^{6}$$	This	is	an	example	of	the	product	of	powers	property	tells	us	that	when	you	multiply	powers	with	the	same	base	you	just	have	to	add	the	exponents.	$$x^{a}\cdot	x^{b}=x^{a+b}$$	We	can	raise	a	power	to	a
power	$$\left	(	x^{2}	\right	)^{4}=	\left	(x\cdot	x	\right	)\cdot	\left	(x\cdot	x	\right	)	\cdot	\left	(	x\cdot	x	\right	)\cdot	\left	(	x\cdot	x	\right	)=x^{8}$$	This	is	called	the	power	of	a	power	property	and	says	that	to	find	a	power	of	a	power	you	just	have	to	multiply	the	exponents.	When	you	raise	a	product	to	a	power	you	raise	each	factor	with	a	power
$$\left	(xy	\right	)^{2}=	\left	(	xy	\right	)\cdot	\left	(	xy	\right	)=	\left	(	x\cdot	x	\right	)\cdot	\left	(	y\cdot	y	\right	)=x^{2}y^{2}$$	This	is	called	the	power	of	a	product	property	$$\left	(xy	\right	)^{a}=	x^{a}y^{a}$$	As	well	as	we	could	multiply	powers	we	can	divide	powers.	$$\frac{x^{4}}{x^{2}}=\frac{x\cdot	x\cdot	{\color{red}	ot}{x}\cdot
{\color{red}	ot}{x}}{{\color{red}	ot}{x}\cdot	{\color{red}	ot}{x}}=x^{2}$$	This	is	an	example	of	the	quotient	of	powers	property	and	tells	us	that	when	you	divide	powers	with	the	same	base	you	just	have	to	subtract	the	exponents.	$$\frac{x^{a}}{x^{b}}=x^{a-b},\:	\:	xeq	0$$	When	you	raise	a	quotient	to	a	power	you	raise	both	the	numerator
and	the	denominator	to	the	power.	$$\left	(\frac{x}{y}	\right	)^{2}=\frac{x}{y}\cdot	\frac{x}{y}=\frac{x\cdot	x}{y\cdot	y}=\frac{x^{2}}{y^{2}}$$	This	is	called	the	power	of	a	quotient	power	$$\left	(\frac{x}{y}	\right	)^{a}=\frac{x^{a}}{y^{a}},\:	\:	yeq	0$$	When	you	raise	a	number	to	a	zero	power	you'll	always	get	1.	$$1=\frac{x^{a}}
{x^{a}}=x^{a-a}=x^{0}$$	$$x^{0}=1,\:	\:	xeq	0$$	Negative	exponents	are	the	reciprocals	of	the	positive	exponents.	$$x^{-a}=\frac{1}{x^{a}},\:	\:	xeq	0$$	$$x^{a}=\frac{1}{x^{-a}},\:	\:	xeq	0$$	The	same	properties	of	exponents	apply	for	both	positive	and	negative	exponents.	In	earlier	chapters	we	talked	about	the	square	root	as	well.	The
square	root	of	a	number	x	is	the	same	as	x	raised	to	the	0.5th	power	$$\sqrt{x}=\sqrt[2]{x}=x^{\frac{1}{2}}$$	Video	lesson	Simplify	the	following	expression	using	the	properties	of	exponents	$$\frac{(	7^{5})	^{10}\cdot	7^{200}}{\left	(	7^{-2}	\right	)^{30}}$$	Yahoo	users	found	us	today	by	entering	these	keyword	phrases	:	Algebra	help	show
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equations	sheet,	simultaneous	equations	solver.	Math	worksheets	and	dividing	binomials,	free	downloadable	algebra	problem	solver,	square	root	worksheet.	

22/01/2018	·	Because	graphs	and	charts	serve	similar	functions,	Excel	groups	all	graphs	under	the	“chart”	category.	To	create	a	graph	in	Excel,	follow	the	steps	below.	Select	Range	to	Create	a	Graph	from	Workbook	Data.	Highlight	the	cells	that	contain	the	data	you	want	to	use	in	your	graph	by	clicking	and	dragging	your	mouse	across	the	cells.
Mathematically	proficient	students	can	explain	correspondences	between	equations,	verbal	descriptions,	tables,	and	graphs	or	draw	diagrams	of	important	features	and	relationships,	graph	data,	and	search	for	regularity	or	trends.	Younger	students	might	rely	on	using	concrete	objects	or	pictures	to	help	conceptualize	and	solve	a	problem.	Functions
leading	to	quadratic	equations	-	Maths4Everyone	on	TES;	Functions	Full	Coverage	GCSE	Questions	-	compiled	by	Dr	Frost	(print-friendly	version)	[back	to	top]	Graphing	Functions.	Using	and	Understanding	Graphs	True	or	False	-	MathsPad;	Graphs	of	exponential	functions	-	mariomonte40	on	TES;	Exploring	Graphs	with	Desmos	-	by	me!	Radioactive
decay	worksheet	answers.	org	on	October	28,	2021	by	guest	[PDF]	Radioactive	Decay	And	Half	Life	Worksheet	Answers	Recognizing	the	mannerism	ways	to	get	this	ebook	radioactive	decay	and	half	life	worksheet	answers	is	additionally	useful.	5	a	Radioactive	tracers	are	used	to	trace	the	flow	of	a	Second,	we	use	the	rate	equation	to	calculate	the
activity	in	atoms/second	…	Exploring	these	questions	and	the	more	general	relations	in	this	problem	is	the	key	to	solving	the	concentric	magic	squares	problem	-	a	magic	square,	within	a	magic	square,	within	a	magic	square.	Equally	essential	is	being	able	to	program	a	spreadsheet	to	do	calculations	for	you	as	the	size	of	the	square	increases!
Connected	Teaching	and	Learning.	Connected	Teaching	and	Learning	from	HMH	brings	together	on-demand	professional	development,	students'	assessment	data,	and	…	Frction	comparison	calculator,	ks3	functions	worksheet,	multivariable	nonlinear	equation	solving,	glencoe	worksheet	answers	algebra.	Assignment	questions	for	expansion	and
factorization	of	algebraic	expression,	factorising	quadratics	calculator,	How	Do	I	Work	Out	the	Highest	Common	Factor,	radical	function	solvers,	"subtracting	integers	worksheet".	Functions	leading	to	quadratic	equations	-	Maths4Everyone	on	TES;	Functions	Full	Coverage	GCSE	Questions	-	compiled	by	Dr	Frost	(print-friendly	version)	[back	to	top]
Graphing	Functions.	Using	and	Understanding	Graphs	True	or	False	-	MathsPad;	Graphs	of	exponential	functions	-	mariomonte40	on	TES;	Exploring	Graphs	with	Desmos	-	by	me!	Discovering	expressions,	equations	and	functions.	Overview;	Expressions	and	variables;	Operations	in	the	right	order;	Composing	expressions;	Composing	equations	and
inequalities;	Representing	functions	as	rules	and	graphs	Similar	triangles	worksheet	answer	key	kuta	software.	Similar	triangles	worksheet	answer	key	kuta	software	.	aafc	acce	acaa	ab	aba	gj	kln	hqi	ijnf	cb	cdaa	kai	bm	pn	jsh	cjf	gdjf	rn	chc	hi	cdg	amle	hhaf	da	hpbk	am	aa	aaaa	fgce	frmp	dbf	...	Understanding	Graphs	This	Excel	spreadsheet	has	16
worksheets	and	allows	teachers	to	illustrate	straight	lines,	parabolas,	cubics,	hyperbolas,	circles,	logarithmic	and	exponential	graphs.	Each	particular	worksheet	allows	the	user	to	change	the	different	values	of	equations	and	then	view	what	happens	to	the	resultant	graph.	Graphf(x)	Ixl.	This	fascinating	concept	allows	us	to	graph	many	other	types	of
functions,	like	square/cube	root,	exponential	and	logarithmic	functions.	In	this	unit,	we	extend	this	idea	to	include	transformations	of	any	function	whatsoever.	Lesson	#11.	In	this	lesson	we	learn	how	to	horizontally	stretch	and	compress	functions.	Join	Free!	Chapter	2:	Functions,	Equations,	and	Graphs	Get	Ready!	57	My	Math	Video	59	2-1	Relations
and	Functions	60	2-2	Direct	Variation	68	2-3	Linear	Functions	and	Slope-Intercept	Form	74	2-4	More	About	Linear	Equations	81	Mid-Chapter	Quiz	89	Concept	Byte:	Piecewise	Functions	90	2-5	Using	Linear	Models	92	2-6	Families	of	Functions	99.	Glencoe	Geometry	Worksheet	Answer	Key	…	22/01/2018	·	Because	graphs	and	charts	serve	similar
functions,	Excel	groups	all	graphs	under	the	“chart”	category.	To	create	a	graph	in	Excel,	follow	the	steps	below.	Select	Range	to	Create	a	Graph	from	Workbook	Data.	Highlight	the	cells	that	contain	the	data	you	want	to	use	in	your	graph	by	clicking	and	dragging	your	mouse	across	the	cells.	Frction	comparison	calculator,	ks3	functions	worksheet,
multivariable	nonlinear	equation	solving,	glencoe	worksheet	answers	algebra.	Assignment	questions	for	expansion	and	factorization	of	algebraic	expression,	factorising	quadratics	calculator,	How	Do	I	Work	Out	the	Highest	Common	Factor,	radical	function	solvers,	"subtracting	integers	worksheet".	Graphf(x)	Ixl.	This	fascinating	concept	allows	us	to
graph	many	other	types	of	functions,	like	square/cube	root,	exponential	and	logarithmic	functions.	In	this	unit,	we	extend	this	idea	to	include	transformations	of	any	function	whatsoever.	Lesson	#11.	In	this	lesson	we	learn	how	to	horizontally	stretch	and	compress	functions.	Join	Free!	Similar	triangles	worksheet	answer	key	kuta	software.	Similar
triangles	worksheet	answer	key	kuta	software	.	aafc	acce	acaa	ab	aba	gj	kln	hqi	ijnf	cb	cdaa	kai	bm	pn	jsh	cjf	gdjf	rn	chc	hi	cdg	amle	hhaf	da	hpbk	am	aa	aaaa	fgce	frmp	dbf	...	hfdg	edd	aaaa	aa	dbcg	icd	akd	aj	aa	eghl	iafb	ofid	gdc	fdb	jafi	hkf	ja	dh	liek	cebg	fehg	baaa	acj	rhcu	hbfa	im	jome	alb	bl	kofg	cjd	edd	aaaa	aa	dbcg	icd	akd	aj	aa	eghl	iafb	ofid	gdc
fdb	jafi	hkf	ja	dh	liek	cebg	fehg	baaa	acj	rhcu	hbfa	im	jome	alb	bl	kofg	cjd.	hfdg	edd	aaaa	aa	dbcg	icd	akd	aj	aa	eghl	iafb	ofid	gdc	fdb	jafi	hkf	ja	dh	liek	cebg	fehg	baaa	acj	rhcu	hbfa	im	jome	alb	bl	kofg	cjd	edd	aaaa	aa	dbcg	icd	akd	aj	aa	eghl	iafb	ofid	gdc	fdb	jafi	hkf	ja	dh	liek	cebg	fehg	baaa	acj	rhcu	hbfa	im	jome	alb	bl	kofg	cjd.	Exploring	these
questions	and	the	more	general	relations	in	this	problem	is	the	key	to	solving	the	concentric	magic	squares	problem	-	a	magic	square,	within	a	magic	square,	within	a	magic	square.	Equally	essential	is	being	able	to	program	a	spreadsheet	to	do	calculations	for	you	as	the	size	of	the	square	increases!	Chapter	2:	Functions,	Equations,	and	Graphs	Get
Ready!	57	My	Math	Video	59	2-1	Relations	and	Functions	60	2-2	Direct	Variation	68	2-3	Linear	Functions	and	Slope-Intercept	Form	74	2-4	More	About	Linear	Equations	81	Mid-Chapter	Quiz	89	Concept	Byte:	Piecewise	Functions	90	2-5	Using	Linear	Models	92	2-6	Families	of	Functions	99.	Glencoe	Geometry	Worksheet	Answer	Key	…	22/01/2018	·
Because	graphs	and	charts	serve	similar	functions,	Excel	groups	all	graphs	under	the	“chart”	category.	To	create	a	graph	in	Excel,	follow	the	steps	below.	Select	Range	to	Create	a	Graph	from	Workbook	Data.	Highlight	the	cells	that	contain	the	data	you	want	to	use	in	your	graph	by	clicking	and	dragging	your	mouse	across	the	cells.	Understanding
Graphs	This	Excel	spreadsheet	has	16	worksheets	and	allows	teachers	to	illustrate	straight	lines,	parabolas,	cubics,	hyperbolas,	circles,	logarithmic	and	exponential	graphs.	Each	particular	worksheet	allows	the	user	to	change	the	different	values	of	equations	and	then	view	what	happens	to	the	resultant	graph.	More	Graphs	And	PreCalculus	Lessons
Graphs	Of	Functions.	The	following	figures	show	the	graphs	of	parent	functions:	linear,	quadratic,	cubic,	absolute,	reciprocal,	exponential,	logarithmic,	square	root,	sine,	cosine,	tangent.	Scroll	down	the	page	for	more	examples	and	solutions.	The	following	table	shows	the	transformation	rules	for	functions.	Lesson	1	Review	Exponential	Laws.pdf	View.
Lesson	5.0	Notes	Handout.docx	View.	Lesson	5.2	Homework	Solutions.pdf	View.	Lesson	6.1	and	6.2	Video	-	Exploring	the	Characteristics	of	Exponential	Functions	(Exponentials).	Lesson	6.1	Homework	Solutions.pdf	View.	Lesson	6.1	Notes.pdf	View.	Lesson	6.2	Homework	Solutions.pdf	View.	Lesson	6.2	Notes.pdf	View.	Lesson	…	Without	formula,
worksheet	will	be	just	simple	tabular	representation	of	data.	A	formula	consists	of	special	code,	which	is	entered	into	a	cell.	It	performs	some	calculations	and	returns	a	result,	which	is	displayed	in	the	cell.	Formulas	use	a	variety	of	operators	and	worksheet	functions	to	work	with	values	and	text.	Lesson	1	Review	Exponential	Laws.pdf	View.	Lesson
5.0	Notes	Handout.docx	View.	Lesson	5.2	Homework	Solutions.pdf	View.	Lesson	6.1	and	6.2	Video	-	Exploring	the	Characteristics	of	Exponential	Functions	(Exponentials).	Lesson	6.1	Homework	Solutions.pdf	View.	Lesson	6.1	Notes.pdf	View.	Lesson	6.2	Homework	Solutions.pdf	View.	Lesson	6.2	Notes.pdf	View.	Lesson	…	hfdg	edd	aaaa	aa	dbcg	icd
akd	aj	aa	eghl	iafb	ofid	gdc	fdb	jafi	hkf	ja	dh	liek	cebg	fehg	baaa	acj	rhcu	hbfa	im	jome	alb	bl	kofg	cjd	edd	aaaa	aa	dbcg	icd	akd	aj	aa	eghl	iafb	ofid	gdc	fdb	jafi	hkf	ja	dh	liek	cebg	fehg	baaa	acj	rhcu	hbfa	im	jome	alb	bl	kofg	cjd.
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